Quakes shake Nevada
By Gil Deitz

Nevada Geologic Survey

Briefly

Playing in the rain

Lorey McRoberts, 4, had a great time in the pouring rain the other week. The air was cold and windy, and the kids had an awesome time playing in the rain.

Some sore areas remain despite work of maimed

By Hubert E. Weir

The damage was done in a small hanger near the hospital. The plane was carrying some precious cargo.

Rabeaudes votes for Senate bill on mobile homes

By Hubert E. Weir

Robert R. Weir, a resident of the town, voted for the Senate bill on mobile homes.

1.24 inches rain hardest in state

By Hubert E. Weir

The town received the most rain in the state, with 1.24 inches falling.

Iowa weather

By Hubert E. Weir

The weather was dry and sunny, with a few clouds scattered about.

Braille Dictionary for Kim

By Hubert E. Weir

The NFB Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped in Muscatine has a new Braille Dictionary for Kim. The dictionary was presented to Kim by her teachers and classmates.

Study reveals many overweight youngsters here

By Hubert E. Weir

The study reveals that many youngsters in the area are overweight.

Strassler's of the district will bring their apples at the study to help with the apple picking.

The study will depend on the district's apple picking.

The study will be conducted by Dr. Strassler and his team.

Dr. Strassler added that there need to be more studies on the effect of apple picking on the children's health.

Dr. Strassler said that the study will help them understand the impact of apple picking on the children's health.